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THE NEW STANDARD: Cupro nickel 
heat exchanger in all 2006 gas heaters 

Many sealants 
cannot be used 
with ABS plastic Hayward's new cupro nickel heat exchanger is the new standard on all 2006 model year gas heaters. 

Fortifying copper's outstanding thermal conductivity with nickel's excellent 
corrosion resistance, our new heat exchanger features a cupro nickel alloy that de- 11101#b it is vittaallly 
livers superior durability and longevity in many environments, includ~ng high-flow identicalin BppBIIRnCe, fhe Haywad 
conditions, salt chlorination systems and other popular ~ o o l  and spa applications. C~pcOiiskelHBat&&~rpcOnile~ 

Technicians should note that our new cupro nickel heat exchanger is visually 
l l ~ ~ y d u p r n n t a k p ~  €0 El)mr 

and functionally   den tical to our most recent copper heat exchangers - and will be 
,.!!ar@krn 

a staple component in all 2006 model year gas heaters. I Proper sealant selection is a 
critical factor with plastic pipe 
fittings - for many of the most 
common types of pipe sealants 
do NOT work with plastic. 
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in appearance is that the number 
2829 is stamped onto the rear tube 

sheet of the Hayward Cupro 
Nickel Heat Exchanger. 

Our cupro nickel heat exchangers are compatible with 
(and will retrofit) any previous H-Series heater (be sure 
to order the correct part number, though, because the) 
are size-specific) . Cooler temps 
Cupro nickel has history 

$ can impact 
heater fuel 

of bertormance, durability 
Cupro nickel (CuNi) alloy technology actually dates back to the 

3" century B.C., when it was referred to as "white copper" by the Chinese. 

A popular alloy in chemical processing, electronics and the pollution 

r? --. -w- 

AREAS OF PERFORMAN-- 
control industries, cupro nickel is commonly handled by people every day High water flow systems 
- for most silver-colored wins circulated worldwide today are actually Salt chlorination systems 
cupro nickel. Corrosion resistance ' Most cupro nickel alloys today also indude trace amounts of iron and C A 

manganese - even greater strength and durability. 

As temperatures dip 
\ below 6 0 ° ,  liquid 

propane's ability to 
L sufficiently vaporize 

(and fuel a heater) is 
adversely impacted. 

Key benefits include higher flow rating, durability, longevity 
This enhanced durability is one reason the Hayward cupro nickel heat exchanger will withstand higher 

velocities than copper. In today's pool and spa environments, the endless variety of wonderful water features 
can add up to higher flow rates - making the higher flow capabilities of a Hayward cupro nickel heat 
d a n g e r  an important benefit. Acid washing, 1 

prewashing I 
Plus, cupro nickel's corrosion resistance offers added protection against premature failure From 

occasionally aggressive pool and spa water chemistry (though such conditions should be avoided on a 
prolonged basis for a number of reasons). 

- 

.Off-season filter cleansing and acid 
baths to remove scale and other min- I '  
erds from the fabric 
of pool filters is a 
popular and - - -I---- ---a 

For many of our southern friends, wnli 

, , thing but a slow season. In fact, spa and 
peaks at this time of year in some areas. 

! sun 
le IS any- 

. activity 

But for most of us, wintertime in the frost belt is at least a little bit less hec- 
tic. It's also the perfect time to prepare for springtime - and all the opportu- 
nities just around the corner. 

bside this issue of Splash, we've put together a lineup of "pool season" 
rtup procedures and opportunities technicians can prepare for - because 
ion't be long before winter gives way to the warmth and sunny weather 

at's just ahead. A 

body oil build up. 
Preceding acid baths with 

a detergent prewash can 
extend the life to your custom- - 

ers' filter elements. 
-paw4 11 



lmprope 
can crack 

A cracked ABS plastic port can almost always be traced t 

overtightening, or 
improper sedants. 

In itself, a cracked port may seem like a minor issue, but the time it takes for a 
cracked port to be discovered can lead to hydraulic system stresses on multiple 
components. Examples include insufficient water flow for the pump, poor 

water flow to a Phantom or Viper booster pump, ineffective cleaning by the 
filter - not to mention lost water and added costs to refill and rebalance water 
chemistry. 

Cracked ports are essentially athibutable to human error, so it is important that 

w SPM 

Pleare send comments 
or s ~ o f i b n s  to: 

Splash 
I-&ward Pool Products 
1 Hayward Industrial Dr. I - 
Clemmons, N.C. 27012 I 

~r e-mid us at: 

Splash@Haywardnet.com 

Lubricants share 
technicians be aware of these factors and ensure that these mistakes are not 

 knowingly repeated time and again. I 

e is s 
clean, similar 

concerns 
Most ABS plastic ports are ti - . ~e thread - and will therefore be forced to crack easy anc 

. I;--li if overtightened. t< 8 versatik 
I J~UE~J sealant. 
I Meanwhile, plastic tolerances allow for some degree of looseness without being out of specification. These 

to sedants p tolerances can even vary within the same manufacturer because unlike metal, plastic ports come with their d own "built in" lubrication. 
Lubricants should be ' 

chosen carelilly for the same 
reasons as sealants. 

Many lubricants can cause 
o&nps and gaskets to swell and 
stretch out of shape, thus causing - 
leaks and failure. Some lubricants 
can also attack ABS plastic, causing 
it to crack. 

Knowing the variety of lubricants on the 
market we choose to tell you what works 
rather than what doesn't. 

\' 

To prevent overtightening, therefore, the very first thing a technician must do (before applying sealant) is perform a dry- , fit to see if the fitting is tight or loose. To dry-fit, thread in the male port until feeling resistance, or thread engagement. 
A common term used to describe this point of resistance is "hand tight" - though we prefer the term "finger tight" as a 
term that clearly discourages overtightening. 

From this point of finger-tight resistance, back the port out while counting the turns. Three or four full turns is normal. 
Anything more than four full (360") turns is called a loose fit. (HINT: A typicalfinger-tight connection results in the 
dry male port being threaded about 2/3 of the way into the female connection.) 

In most c a loose ht 1s caused by the AB> port, not those tests, tollowing 1s a list ot currently approved 

i by the molded part (pump, valve, etc.). Regardless of sealants for use on Hayward A B S  ports and fittings: 
the cause, a loose fitting is easily resolved with the 1 .  Teflon tape 
correct sealant or Teflon tape. y: .; '. . , . , ,  2. Permatex #2 (black) 
Proper sealant selection is a critical factor with ~lastic 3. Permatex No More Leaks (white) L 

30rts - for many of the most common types of pipe 4. Oatey Great White with Teflon # 3 1230 ' 1' 
sealants do NOT work with plastic. 5. 100% Pure Silicone Sealant (G.E.) 

* .. 
Common oil-based plumber pipe ~ a l a n ~  fO%[I Using any of the above sealants but the Teflon . ' 
example, should never be used with A B S  valves c tape), a libera] coat to the male threads onb 
ports. The oil in these plumber pipe dope (normal fit). - r 
compounds cause ABS valves and ports to crack 
and break, sometimes in a short period of time. If the fitting has a loose fit, apply one coat to the male 

threads, then apply 2 wraps of Teflon tape, followed 
Any good plastic pipe sealant should have three by a second coat over the ~ ~ f l ~ ~  tape. 
basic qualities: 

A. lt must adhere to the threads when applied. If using Teflon tape with a normal fit, wrap 2 to 2% 

(It also tends to get and stay on you, your full turns in a clockwise direction. For a loose fit, add 

tools, clothes etc.) 5 another 1 to 2 full wraps. Kind in mind, excessive 
wraps of tape will increase the male thread dimension 

B. It have a muddy consistency and could force the male port to crack when threaded 
allowing it to fill the gaps on loose into the female port. . . , ,  . 1 

fitting threads, and to ooze out of the 
pipe when threads are tight. 

C. It must be plastic-tolerant (with tests 
fl-- hy 

having proved the sealant does not 
- Making* Final Connection 

chemically attack any type of A When making the final connection, tighten the 
plastic). fitting one full turn past finger-tight. 

With hundreds of sealants on the market, Exercise caution when using a wrench or plii 

Hayward cannot test all of them. However, we + remembering that the tool attached to you 

have tested a lot of them, applying them to the . 2-foot arm allows you to exert a great 

A B S  plastic of our multi-port valves. As a result of amount of torque. A 

Hayward over the years has had its own IL 
h t  called Jack's 327. 

This lubricant is the same as Dow Corning's 
# 1 1 1 S i l i e  lubricant. We have tested this 
lubricant and fully approve of its use on our o- 
rings and gaskets. 

Other than the Dow # I  1 1 and Jack's 327, 
Aladdin makes a similar lubricant. In the past 
it has been packaged in a red & white tube. 

t 

r ~ e t a l - t 0 - p l a s t i c  Fittings 7 
W h e n  attaching plastic to  metal, plastic seal- 

I ants  (see adjacent story) a r e  recommended. If using 
Teflon tape, be. su re  to  deburr  and clean any rough 

threads to  prevent ripping o r  tearing the  tape. 

I W h e n  metal-to-plastic fittings a r e  necessary, use a 
male metal fitting into a female plastic fitting. Never 

use  a male plastic threaded end  into a female 
metal thread. The different expansion 

rates will cause leaks. 

h 



60% of propane tank is usable fuei ' 
When having a liquid propane heater installed, one of a homeowner's 

first questions to arise is, "What size tank will I need to have in my 1 
yard?" 

Instead of pawning off the question to the propane wmpany, A 
pool technicians should take advantage of this opportunity to 
answer the question (see "Tank Size" inset at right) and 
provide a simple explanation of how LP works 
(see "Vaporization" story below). 

7 Tank Size r As a rule of thumb, propane tank 51 6,091 
sizes should be 1 QO gallons for every 606,721 

100,000 BTU of the heater. For" example, a 1 400,000 BTU heater should have a minimum 72 1,921 
tank size of 400 gallons. Be sure to add 937,901 

in any other appliances that may be 
pulling from the propane 

tank. 
The short answer and explanation to the first question is, liquid 

propane is extremely compact and portable, but must vaporize to be 
released as a gas providing fuel for the homeowner's heater (or other appliance). 

' 

This information may seem trivial - but it is not. For the process of converting 
liquid propane to propane gas determines the amount of "fuel efficient" or 
"usable" propane gas that is provided by a full tank of LF! 

The ability and rate that L P  is converted to vaporized propane gas is influ- 
enced by many factors - including humidity, ambient temperature, and the surface 
area of the liquid in the tank. Since the size and design of propane tanks vary, 
and climatic factors (temperature, humidity) are constantly changing, it i 
impossible to precisely state at what point a heater's propane t a d  
can no longer convert LP to propane gas at a sufficient 
rate to fulfill a heater's need for a constant fuel source. 

However, the accepted "rule of thumb" for 
factoring in these variables is to assume that a 
heater's LP tank should be refilled when 60% I 

vaporization key 
to propane usability 

Discovered l eu  than 100 yeus ago ( 19 12), pro- 
pane gas has many admirable characteristics. 

Propane burns cleanly, leaving no lead or car- 
bon deposits, and is therefore sometimes referred 
to as a low-maintenance fud. 

Propme gor is pure and efficient, with an oc- 
tane rating of 110. Propane is .loo environmen- 
tally hiendly. 

And propane ia mostly homqpown, with the 
U.S. & Canada producing more than 90% of the 
propane gas we use erch year, 

Mort notably, however, propane's mwt unique 
feature is its portability, whkh is partly attribut- 
able to the fact that propone can exist in liquid 
form u well u gaseous form. More to the point, 
when in its liquid form, propane is 270 times mom 
compact than as a gas. 

Talk about compression! 
What's more, whereas water can be converted 

to solid (ice) or gaseous (stem) form by applying 
thermal (temperature) influence, propane can be 
converted from gaseous to liquid form even rim- 
pler - by applying pressure. Simply put the pm- 
pane in a tank, remove wme air, and presto -we 
have pressurized propane, or liquid propane. 
NOTE: Though unusual, it is possible to "over- 

fill" the tank. When this occurs, then  is not 
enough liquid propane surface area to allow the 
liquid to gas off. 

LP Tank 'Usable' Propane II Size 

Usable LP plummets with temperature 
Propane's ability to vaporize decreases with the temperature - particularly as 

temperatures dip below 60°F. 
The flip side of that p_henomenon is also true, meaning that if the temperature 

outside is warm, say 85'E an LP tank that has been 60% wnsumed will likely 
continue to provide sufficient gas flow for awhile. 

However, as the thermometer dips below 60"E an LP tank's ability to 
~roduce vaporized gas decreases sharply. In fact, as the chart . above indicates, a propane tank will yield barely HALF as 

much capacity at 20°F as it does at 60°F 
Also, keep in mind that cooler overnight temperatures 

I can have a lingering effect during the following day, 
causing the tank to not supply sufficient gas to the heater. 

"Low gas" conditions like these should be avoided, as 
they result in sporadic, inefficient operation. An insufficient 

rn* sunnlv causes noor combustion. which leads to sootinn. 

This fact, coupled with the "60% usable" rule of thumb (see above left) allows anyone to determine 
how long a propane tank can normally be counted on to supply enough gas to run a heater. 

Calculating a heater's operating time involves a three-step formula illustrated below - though we 
should emphasize that these shortcut calculations are general in nature. The accompanying 
shortcut calculations are quite convenient, but are not a foolproof method for estimating when a heater's 
LP tank will need to be refilled. The safest answer to that question is to follow the "60% usable" rule. 

Unpredictable and constantly changing environmental factors prevent any formula from reliably pro- 
jecting the longevity of a partially full tank. 

As a propane tank is used or emptied, the tank's contents steadily shift from a liquid state to a vapor- 
ized gas, reaching a point at which the remaining liquid propane no longer vaporizes enough to supply 
the proper amount of gas to the heater or appliance. 

FORMULA EXAMPLE 

itep One: Multiply the LP tanKs capacity by 60%. Heater: H4001DL2 ( 400,000 BTU ) 
This establ~shes the "usable" propane Tank: 500-gallon tank 
ava~lable with a full tank. NOTE 1 sallon LP v~elds 9 1,000 B 

Step Two: Divide the heater's BTU rating by 91,000. STEP ONE 
This establishes how many gallons of LP Calculate: Usable LP 
will be consumed in an hour. 500 gallons X 60% = SM dallons 

STEP TWO F 
Step Three: Divide the usable propane figure (step one) calculate: LP Needed Per Hour 

by the heater's per-hour demand (step two). 400,000 + 91 ,000 = 4.4 gal. I hr. 
This reveals how many hours of normal 
operation can be expected with a STEP THREE 
specific heater and specific propane tank Calculate: Hours LP last 

300 +- 4.4 
a 

when that LP tank is full. = 68.2 hours of 
operation 



Many pool shops offer to clean cartridge ele- 
ments and D E  components, and then store them 
during the off-seas'on. Likewise for pumps and 

, motors. This ensures that these components 
.n be found in good working condition for the u u 

ollowing spring's pool opening. (And guess 
~ h i c h  "storage service" provider has 
thereby placed itself in 

spring service contract 
as well!) 

Filter must fit lifestyle & pump 
Each of the three types of pool filters Hayward are very popular in some parts of the country, while 

manufactures have their own set of flow factors, their cartridge cleaners are popular in others. 
own sizing parameters, and their own maintenance 
processes. 

Utilizing the correct sizing and maintenance pro- 
Filter Sizing 

cedures for each type of filter will help your customers' 
NEW SYSTEMS 

pool and spa systems remain healthy. The designed flow rate of the pro- 
I -  

When installing a new filter, service technicians can posed 'Iter n~~~~ be water then the 

help select the best option for each individual cus- G P M  of the system's pump. When 

tomer by understanding one essential filtration consideringa sand Or DE the 

tradeoff: As a filter's filtration level increases, so does pump's GPM be at least 

its maintenance regimen. 60% of the filter's designed flow rate to 

Hayward sand filters, for example, require the low- achieve an effective backwash cycle. When 

filtration levels with a nominal increase 

7 
est maintenance. Our filters offer water Sizing a cartridge filter, You are able to ex- 

ceed the pump's C P M  by any amount be- 

in maintenance requirements. & )) cause the elements are manu- 
And  customers who a$ cleaned. The benefit of 

want the cleanest pool * using larger cartridge fil- 

in town should be ters is: the larger the car- 

made aware that tridge filter, the longer op- 

while a Hayward erational time before it 

D E  (d' ~atomaceous needs to be cleaned. 

earth) filter offefer 
the highest level of 
filtration money can Choosing a new filter 

buy, a DE filter's big- ~ t h  an existing pump is 
very simple. Because the gest price may not be the 7 . lmbing system is already in- financial cost. More mainte- - 

stalled and there is no easy way to de- nance is required with a DE filter - 
a modest toll that many customers are happy to pay. the flow rate of the existingpump*you need 

~~t itVs important that technicians and their custom- to match flow rate for flow rate. When redacing a 

I ers honestly and accurately assess this tradeoff before with a DE Or sand filter* match the new 'Iter 
, installation - thereby avoiding where an un- with the old filter's designed flow rate 

der-informed customer becomes uncomfortable with looking a rep1acement car- 
a high-end filter's maintenance requirements. tridge filter, as stated above, you can 

Regional popularity is a second factor that should go large as you want in 

be considered prior to selecting a filter. D.E. filters the time between deanin@. 

Acid Washing, Prewashing 
Routine backwashing (sand filters and DE filters) . L - ~ ~  w r u l  uraL- detergent or a 

and hosing off (cartridge elements) is dictated any- tion of T Sodium Phosphate). 
I time a filter's attached pressure gauge has dimbed Remove the elements from the filter and 

8-1 0 PSI above the system's clean-filter pressure. hose them off with a Hayward Jet-Action Cle 
Additionally, DE filter grids, Perflex fingers, and ing Wand or forceful garden hose. Fill a large plastic 

cartridge elements need to be deaned once a season container with the warm water, slowly mix in about a i to remove oils and scale/calcification. %-cup of detergent, then soak the elements for a p  

The common and accepted way of cleaning these proximately 3-4 hours. After soaking, rinse off the 
elements and grids is (after hosing off dirt and de- elements again - and do so thoroughly so you don't 
bris) to let them soak in a muriatic (hydrochloric) wind up with detergent bubbles in the pool! 
acid solution. The concentration of the acidic mix- The detergent or TSP bath can then be followed 
ture varies widely, and highly concentrated solutions with an acid bath to remove any scale buildup. 
can damage decorative cement or nearby objects if If unsure whether there is scale on the filter ele- 

I technicians are not careful. ments, carefully apply 1-2 drops of acid onto the 
The purpose of an acid bath is to remove scale and elements. If you notice any foaming, the elements 

other minerals from the fabric of the filters. need an acid bath. 
. But Wait ! The more common problem that dogs If the filter elements are relatively new and not too 
-, filter elements is body oil build up. These oils and scaled, a mild mixture of one ( I )  part acid to four (4) 
5 @eases need to be removed first. parts water may be used to achieve a good cleaning. 

An acid bath will not remove oils. In fact, it will If the elements are badly scaled or look old and 
actually embed the oils into the fabric and make the poorly maintained, increase the strength of the acid 
filter have short filter runs. bath to a 1 : 1 mixture. 

As oils are embedded in the fabric, the filter ele- Soak the grids in the acid bath until the foaming 
ment becomes diflicult to thoroughly dean, which can stops. Then carefully remove the elements and hose 
eventually require the filter element to be replaced. off thoroughly. 

So, before acid washing filter elemen?, wpsh. , 
,. I . . . I  

. ., 
6 " .  
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When handling acidic cleaning 
agents and solutions, strictly follow 
manufacturer instructions. ~a i lure  to 

follow manufacturer instructions (located on 
the container label) can result in severe or 
fatal injuries. 

Improper handling of acidic cleaning agents dnd solutions can be 
harmful lo the eyes, skin, and internal body parts as well as nearby 
objects, plant life and other people. 

Acidic cleaning agents and solutions can be harmful if swallowed, 
can result in severe burns and may cause blindness if splashed illto 
eyes. Always keep out of reach of children and use in well-ventillated 
locations. 

Protective eyewear and rubber gloves must always be worn while 
preparing an acid bath, during the acid bath, and throughout lhe 
cleanup process afterward. 

When pre aring an acid bath, NEVER add 
water to a c i i  instead, do the opposite, slowly 
adding acid to water until your acidic solution 
reaches the desired strength. 

Careful handling and disposal of acidic 
solutions are critical concerns when completing 
an acid bath. Filter elements should be rinsed 
with cold water, and acidic solutions must be 
neutralized prior to disposal. 

Technicians must be familiar with and refer to the cleaning 
product's Material Safety Sata Sheet (MSDS) to ensure proper dis- 
posal of any acidic solution or residue. Pay particular attention to 
runoff water, as it will be acidic - meaning it can kill grass, harm con- 
crete, and result in injuly if not properly disposed. 



Pump Sizing Correction 
The example in our "Pump Sizing at a glance" package last issue inadvertently 
listed the pressure-side as 8 psi instead of 18 psi. 

We apologize for any confusion this may have caused. 

NOTE: The correct pressure-side reading of 18 psi is more 

WsIX realistic and makes the balance of the example compute correctly. 



Preparing for the sun 
In addition to ensuring a smooth spring start-up with maintenance measures - - 

outlined in the article below, technicians can distiiguish their service with 2 . proactive examination of the entire pool site. 
I While opening a poouspa for the new season, technicians should examine the pool 

over and winter plugs. If the pool cover is damaged, mentioning it to the pool owner now will be perceived 
positive, proactive suggestion dowing the customer to order a replacement cover in plenty of time. Likewise, let 
the owner know that severely worn plugs should be replaced, and doing so now is both inexpensive ---' proactive 
(order Havward oart number SP10220. 

I 

1 1 
spring stam, --mce is the perkct opportunity to infam pool 

am#ar of nm item you haw k a r d  abut at tfre latat trade shows. 
Z m q w m k ~ o k r r e  the l a t ~ a n d  matest-but tbyan ' t  order 
pduetr tbcg h ' t  knew h t  (or forgot ta order last year). 

hpdbm &&M pwatm,  ~ u q d o $ c ~  conlrdh, end 
Chia-LogieTY lidlor - JI a ~ i ~ b ~ e  &em 13aymu-d - art om. of I 
today', most popular UWA wpMhtniticr, and can often be pn- 

m. 


